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Labatt's ad push gives
O'Keefe the blues
By Chuck Kirkham
Carling O'Keefe player of the
game; Labatt's player ofthe game. Is
there any difference?
The last page
of this newspaper
usually has one or the other or both
beer companies represented in the
player of the ganle selections. And
yes,
there is a difference. In eastern
Ontario alone the difference is tens
of thousands of dollars. At Laurier,
the difference is in the thousands of
dollars to our athletic department
and directly affects all varsity sports
small and large.
An important policy change took
place this year at the Athletic
Complex that for the most part has
gone unnoticed.
For the first time in ten years,
Carling O'Keefe Breweries is not
associated with the promotion of the
football program at Laurier. This
year in an attempt to corner the
Ontario University Athletic
Association's football promotions
market. Labatt's Breweries ol
Ontario has literally bought their
way into our school.
With an offer of over eight
thousand dollars to our football
program. Labatt's has taken over
the rights to promote Golden Hawk
football. Carling O'Keefe has
admitted that they could not even
come close to matching such an
offer.
Dave Ryan, Sales Director for
O'Keefe in Kitchener-Waterloo,
said "Coach Knight made a sound
business decision, no one could turn
down that much money."
Knight was not the only Athletic
Director to make such a "sound
business decision." In fact, seven ol
the eight schools in Ontario
University Athletic Association
football also made the same choice.
University of Western Ontario was
the only abstainer. It is the policy at
Western not to have breweries,
distilleries, or .tobacco companies
sponsoring school events.
In May of 1982. Labatt's first
approached the OUAA about
possibly sponsoring football
throughout the province. The\
offered the eight universities fifty to
seventy thousand as a blanket offer.
In August, seven schools agreed to
the terms and split the money.
Mr. Luke Koval, Labatt's
Promotion Co-Ordinator for
Ontario, said "Labatt's thought that
they could help university football in
Ontario. We saw a market that was
not being reached by the
universities."
Koval and Labatt's felt that the
universities were missing out on the
off-campus markets. Labatt's
believed that they could help the
schools cover that market.
"The program was a success, a
total success." Koval boasted. "I do
not have the exact figures but you
will find that attendance throughout
the province was up twenty five to
thirty per cent."
The original deal left Labatt's
with the first right of refusal on the
one year program. They hope to
pick up the contract again next year
and possibly come up with a longer
term contract.
/*llOlO connew IV/.i
Scenes such as this one may be a thing of the past. Labatt's
has replaced
Carling O'Keefe as the major sponsor of sports events
at WLU.
Weir installed as Laurier's third President at Convocation
by Dave Docherty
In a brief but elaborate ceremony.
Dr. John Weir was formally
installed as Laurier's President. In
addition, three hundred and I'ifty-
s even gr a d u a t e s r ece i ve d
convocation into the fellowship of
academics.
The Kitchener Auditorium was
near capacity as family and friends
ol the graduating class came to
witness the event on Sunday,
November 7th.
1 he Wilfrid Lauricr Wind
Ensemble played for the procession.
The Convocation ceremonies
officially began when the Bedel
placed the sixteen pound, gold and
walnut W.L.U. mace at the feet of
the University Chancellor. Lt.
Governor John Black Aird. The Lt.
Governor then gave the
floor to the
Chairman of the Board of
Governors of the University, John
F. Moffat.
Dr. Moff at administered the Oath
of Office to Dr. Weir. In addition,
the Vice-President Academic. Dr.
Max Stewart, invested the new
President with the purple
presidential robes of office.
From the provincial government
the Assistant Deputy Minister from
the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities, Benson Williams, gave
his greetings while the mayor of
Waterloo. Marjorie Carroll,
represented the city. Most of the
Ontario Universities sent their
congratulations as did the
University of Prince Edward Island
and Mount Saint Vincent University
from Nova Scotia.
Dr. Weir then turned his attention
to the audience and gave his address
to the Convocation. He began by
thanking everyone for their
attendance, but then said it was the
graduating students who had many
people to be thankful of. They
should be grateful to the help they've
received from the parents who
backed them morally and
financially, and to the Faculty and
staff who helped direct their
academic careers in the proper
direction.
Dr. Weir said that, when
reviewing the list of graduating
students, lie noticed an "unusually
high degree of work experience"
among the graduates. Approxi-
mately one half of the people getting
degrees on Sunday were adult
students who held down jobs while
attending University.
In addition, there was a large
number of Co-op, Internship and
Social Work work term students
among the group. This. Dr. Weir
said, will be an invaluable asset in
future career goals. In a recession as
bad as the one facing the people
today, any experience is beneficial.
In conjunction with the current
economic crisis, Dr. Weir warned
the graduating class that there will
be "no solution forthcoming until
we are prepared to deal seriously
with the problem." He also said that
"negotiation in all sectors needs a
spirit of co-operation" in order to
restore stability. Students must be
"prepared to take advantage when
recovery comes."
While this means that
"
universities must be concerned with
the employment of their students".
Dr. Weir was quick to say that now
more than ever universities must
remain as beacons in the community
and not be pendulums which swing
back and forth with current trends.
A University should always be a
stable guiding light according to the
new president. Dr. Weir closed his
address by advising the students
graduates that they now have an
"obligation to use their knowledge,
and expand it wherever possible".
This, he said, should give the
graduates "courage to stand on
principle" and provide them with
the means to cope with the
unexpected. "Finally", Dr. Weir
wished, "May the wind be always on
your
back".
With that. Dr. Weir sat down and
the presentation of academic hoods
and degrees began. Fifty-one
graduate degrees were awarded,
twenty-seven of these coming from
the Faculty of Social Work. The
largest group of graduates were
General Arts students who claimed
one hundred and seventy-seven
degrees of the three hundred and
fifty-seven awarded.
Thirteen students were named to
the Deans HonourRoll for first class
academic standing. Among this
group was Eric Ziezold who was also
the recipient of the University Gold
Medal for Outstanding Achieve-
ments.
The entire ceremony lasted little
longer than an hour and a half and
the students seemed more relaxed
outside the confines of the
auditorium, where they could offer
ea c h other their per son a 1
congratulations.
For President Weir the beginning
of a new role marked the ending of
one for the siraduation headdressed.
Photo by !/// (•(/ ('/long
Dr. Weir addresses the graduating class at last Sunday's
Convocation. He told the graduates to have the 'courage to
stand on principle'
Photo
courtesy WIX
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Newswriting work-
shop this Friday,
November 12 at
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board room, 2nd
floor Student Union
Building. Everyone
welcome!
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Ottawa pledges support for
post-secondary education
by Mike Strathdee
photos by Bob Fehir
Financing of post-secondary
education remains an important
priority for the federal government.
Prime Minister Trudeau stated in a
keynote address to the federal
Liberal policy convention in Ottawa
last weekend. "We say that
education is still a priority, we say
that education is critical to
economic recovery...we say that our
system of higher education must be
preserved," Trudeau told a packed
ballroom at the Hull convention
centre.
Trudeau's point was repeated
several times over the course of the
convention by federal cabinet
ministers, who spoke of potential
direct federal involvement in student
financial assistance.
Trudeau said that his government
would "continue to pursue our
already proud record in developing
the most important resource - the
skill and vitality of our people". He
pointed out that under his
government, the lederal share of
post-secondary funding has
increased form 47% in 1976 to 57%'
this year. He added that at the same
time, the provincial share has
declined from 37% to 25%.
The prime minister claimed that
the provinces are forcing students to
pick up the rest of their educational
costs.
Finance Minister Marc Lalonde
said after the speech that the
Trudeau government
has "already
made it quite clear to the provinces
that we do not find it adequate for
the provinces to pull out of financing
higher education, as the federal
government is putting more and
more money
into it". He said that
the provincial share of funding has
gone down systematically
since
1976, compared to a significant
increase in the federal share. "The
provinces have dumped on the
backs
of the students...we hope that the
provinces for sure are going to give a
higher priority to contributing to
their own system of post-secondary
education" Lalonde stated.
At a social policy workshop.
Secretary of State Serge Joyal, the
; minister responsible for nego-
: tiations with the provinces on the
funding issue, stated two objectives
■ which the federal government is
Library offers
those books
by Mike Rowland
Most people consider the library
to be a place where books are only
borrowed. Not so. At least once a
year the library actually sblls books.
And the price is right, too.
Last
year approximately 3000
books were sold to the general
public. Where do these books come
from? There are two main sources.
First of all, due to a shortage of
space, the library has been pursuing
a policy of removing unnecessary
books i.e. duplicates and multiple
editions. Secondly, because of the
accumulation of donated books
112 rom various sources, some of these
"gift" books have been eliminated.
In addition to limited space, the
subject matters of some of these
works are not consistent with the
academic programs offerred here at
WLLJ. (For example, books dealing
with law or engineering
curriculum). Hence, this process of
"weeding out" unnecessary books is
essential.
The sale provides a chance for
people to find works by specific
authors or works dealing with
particular subjects. Also, it affords
the opportunity to research early
literature in a given discipline.
The sale will take place Thursday,
November 18th from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the Library's main floor.
Proceeds from the sale will be used
to augment the purchase of more
books.
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Memorials built to preserve
memory of great persons
Special to the Cord
A memorial may take the torm of
an unlimited variety of things such
as a monument,a statue, building or
park, or a mountain peak, or a
highway such as were dedicated to
Canada's most illustrious son. Terry
Fox, within the past year or two.
Frequently streets, bridges, schools,
and other public buildings,
including many of University and
College Campuses, and even prose
and poetical works, musical scores
and scholarships are dedicated to
the memory
of heroes, public
servants, great men and women, and
loved ones.
Since ancient times, men have
built memorials to preserve the
memory of great persons or to
commemorate great deeds, events,
or achievements. Sometimes men
who wish to make sure that they will
be remembered have built
monuments to themselves. The
rulers of ancient Egypt built
pyramids, which also serve as tombs
in some cases, and are still amongst
the wonders of the world.
In more recent times memorials
have been erected, sometimes
through public donations, to
honour great soldiers, sailors,
airmen and statesmen. The Arc de
Triomphe in Paris is a memorial to
the victories of Napoleon's
campaigns from 1805 to 1809.
Nelson's Column in Trafalgar
Square, London, was erected to
commemorate his great victory at
the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805 and
the memorial in Wellington Square.
London, commemorates the victory
at the famous Battle of Waterloo in
1805.
In this country we have the well-
known Brock's Monument at
Queen ston Heights to com-
memorate Sir Issac Brock's
victory and death on October 13,
1812. Laura Secord's monument
commemorates the Battle of
Lundy's Lane in 1814during the war
between Canada and the United
States (1812-1814). On the Plains of
Abraham in Quebec, we have that
very unique monument to both the
victor and the vanquished. On
September 13. 1759 General Wolfe
died with victory in his ears and was
later followed by the death of
General Montcalm, his adversary.
I hen, too. in Toronto, Londonand
other cities, we have monuments to
the heroes of the Boer War 1899-
1901. the first time that Canadian
troops left their home shores to help
the Motherland.
Monuments have been erected on
battle fields in all parts of the world,
such as that most impressive and
beautiful Canadian Memorial on
Vimy Ridge in France. On the very
spot Canada achieved nationhood
in the eyes of the world that Easter
Monday, April 9, 1917.
Commemorating the three major
battles of the Ypres Salient-October
12-November 22, 1915; April 22-
May 25, 1915; and November 6,
1917 at Passchendale, we find
countless memorials of varied types,
from Colleges and Cathedrals to
Avenues and Fields, Cemeteries and
Public Buildings. The most
outstanding is the famous Menin
Gate Memorial which was dedicated
on July 24, 1927 by Field Marshal
Lord Plummer in the presence of His
Majesty the late King Albert of the
Belgians.
This impressive memorial stands
on the very site of the former Menin
Gate through which tens of
thousands of" British and allied
troops passed on the way to the
front, leaving the ruins of Ypres
behind them. Over each arch we find
the inscription: "To the armies of
the British Umpire who stood here
from 19141o 1918". Inside each wall
is another inscription which reads:
"Here are recorded the names of the
officers and men who fell in the
Ypres Salient but to whom the
lortunes ot war denied the known
and honoured burial given to their
comrades in death".
The 54.896 names engraved on the
panels of this Menin Gate Memorial
are those officers and men of the
armies of the British Empire who
actually tell on the Ypres Front from
the beginning of the war until
September 15. 1917 and whose
remains have either never been
• found or were beyond identification.
Similar inscribed panels may be seen
at the Tvne Cot Memorial at
Passchendale where 34.957 names of
the missing in action on the Ypres
Salient from September 16, 1917 to
the end of the war are recorded.
Closer to home, the walls inside
the Memorial at Hart House.
University of Toronto, bear several
hundreds of names of those
university students who gave their
lives in World War I. Included
amongst them is the medical gradute
Lt.-Col. John McCrae of Guelph
and at one end of the memorial you
will find engraved his now world-
famous
poem "In Flanders Fields".
Near the Menin Gate Memorial is
the memorial known as Essex Farm
in the area of which is the former site
of the Brielen Bridge or Bridge N0.4.
On the canal bank near this bridge is
where Lt.-Col. John McCrae
composed those immortal lines "In
Flanders 112 ields", portions of which
are read or quoted throughout the
Commonwealth each November
11th Remembrance Day. Lt.-Col.
McCrae lies buried in Wimereux.
France.
At the conclusion of the Menin
Gate Memorial dedication on July
24, 1927, the buglers of the Light
Infantry Regiment sounded the Last
Post and the pipers of the Scots
Guards played a stirring Lament.
To this
very day each evening in the
summer from May Ist at 9 p.m. and
in the winter fom October Ist at 8
p.m. the Last Post is still sounded
there. By this continued dailv
ceremony the people of Ypres render
homage to the dead of World War I.
Can we do anything less then our
continued moment of prayerful
silence in Remembrance each
November 11th at 11 a.m.-no matter
what you may be doing or where you
may be at that 1 Ith hour?
Many memorials are dedicated to
Peace. The famous "Christ of the
Andes" high above the Uspallata
Pass on the border between
Argentina and Chile stands as a
constant reminder of the peaceful
settlement of a boundary dispute
between these two countries. Our
I'holo courtcsy H 1.1
Major Earle C. Shelley* ED remembers those who fell.
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EDITORIAL
Is Tuffy Hiding?
Our lead story this week deals with moves Labatt's brewery has made to
effectively corner the Ontario university football promotions market. Labatt's
claims notwithstanding, the move has not been effective in increasing
attendance at football games. The local effects of the sponsorship change are
partially explained in a related sports article in this issue. However, some
questions remain unanswered.
The Cord has been experiencing difficulties in contacting a university
official who could provide information about the reasons for the sponorship
change. Either Laurier's athletic director or football coach could be of great
assistance in this matter. Since both of these positions are held by one individual
who seems not to have any spare time available to discuss his work, the story
remains incomplete.
If Coach Knight has indeed been so bogged down in his work over the past
week that he doesn't have the time to spare ten minutes for a reporter or to
return three phone messages, we hope to have the opportunity to speak with him
soon. It is difficult for us to believe that he is unable to even spare a few minutes
on the phone. All of the other seven athletic officials at Ontario universities who
have football teams were able to fit The Cord into their schedules.
On the other hand, if he is deliberately avoiding talking to The Cord, we would
suggest that his actions are quite irresponsible. Surely all university officials
must assume responsibility for their actions. They should also be willing to
discuss these actions, and to let the rest of the university know of their decisions.
It would seem to us that the campus newspaper would be the most
appropriate, if not the only possible vehicle for such communications.
If a newspaper is unable to obtain relevant information from the leaders of
the community, a major part of its function is not being served.
If Coach Knight is ducking The Cord, he is not performing his public relations
duties. Does he have something to hide?
Mike Strathdee
Apathy: the unseen danger
Apathy must be the number one killer of students in university. It creeps up
on you when you're not looking, places enormous demands on your time
with
no apparent product, and removes from its victim any chance to succeed. This
incapacitating disease is not only rampant throughout the hallways; but outside
ot our doors as well.
The author of this piece is far from immune to this problem and 1 can
empathize with those who fall victim to it. What is strange is that it is supposed
to capture our enthusiasm in January or February when those ye olds
"doldrums" set in with the onslaught of winter. Oddly enough, 1 see that we are
battling this killer earlier this year than most.
The effects of apathy are hard to detect, It is much more difficult to notice an
individual doing nothing about everything than observing another going insane
over it. It is at this stage that the end is near. Unless the person can pull
themself out of the rut they find themselves in, all will be over without a squirm.
School will be but a memory with a very short ending.
I have encountered many ways in which people have tried to battle off the
effects of apathy. Some lock themselves away in an attempt to "exorcise" its
powers and try to get some work done. Others just succumb to its strength and
fall to the depths of dispair where survival is all but impossible.
The best way which 1 have found to battle this enemy is fear: Fear of failure or
lack of success can do wonders for the initiative. Even better, it can do
disasterous things to the effects of apathy. The rut can be overcome and success
becomes a distinct possibility.
Examples of apathetic attitudes
are no more obvious than the recent
by-election. 405 voters out of how
many thousand? Poor participation
provides improper representation.
Apathy strikes once more. Which
ever way seems most appropriate
today is the right choice.
Procrastination is but one tool used
by apathy to overcome the victim.
The likelihood of apathy
succeeding is quite good. It certainly
can boast quite a resume; be it inside
the school or out (it seems students
find it difficult to get upset about the
cruise missile).
Finals are still along the road
ahead of us. They will quickly decide
which students can successfully
overcome
the destructive grasps ol
apathy. Darwin's theory still holds
water.
Blaine Connolly
LETTERS
Former WLUSU V.P. Reminisces
Dear Mike:
1 sit here this Saturday morning
reading the Cord weeklies that 1
received in the mail yesterday. Mv
wile Sandra and I, both former
"student government hacks", read
the Cord Weekly and Sandra's
former school paper (to be left
unnamed) with great interest and
inspiration.
When one spends three or four
years of a lifetime in the hallowed
halls of the Student Union Building
one does not easily forget those
good times. It is through my reading
of the Cord Weekly that 1 can keep
in touch. Hats off to your staff for
the fantastic job of good
investigative and creative reporting.
In the October 7th issue (you
know the Royal Mail) 1 read with
keen interest the article on security.
Hi John Baal. Also. Maureen
Hillier, thanks for an excellent
article entitled "Arts Students
Underrate themselves". 1 am not in
such a unique position, that in the
summer of 1978 I repeated Business
275 (Stats) and failed for the second
time. It was one of the best things
that happened in my academic
career. I received my B.A.
(Economics) and Business Diploma
but at the same time broadened my
horizons in courses of the Arts that I
believe improved my character. As
my
lather savs,"lt's not what you
learn, it's what you do with what you
learn.".
To Steve Patten (a brother of a
good friend) and the Board of
Directors, we had the same
problems with recognizing campus
clubs in 1979-80. 1 think that your
approach is excellent and hats off to
you for expanding the base ofclubs-
that is where students can learn and
really challenge themselves.
Mr. Editor, I will not continue
much further for fear of being
accused of writer's diarrhea. I read
the Cord Weekly cover to cover
including the ads and wait for it to
come in the mail every two or three
weeks. It is the vehicle that allows
me to feel close to a place that 1 loved
and where I learned a great deal.
So Michael, not everyone uses it
to wrap fish. We live close to the
Kensington Market and they use the
Toronto Sun and the U of T Varsity
to wrap fish. Always be proud to say
that the student services in
WLUSU/WLUSUP are provided
by students who do not take a full
time salary. Sure we have a full time
staff (Hi JK, Jim, Archie, Rubv, and
especially my good triend Jo Rohe)
but considering the budget and
services that the students provide,
and a look at other campuses, WL.U
IS TOPS, no doubt about it. I can
say that with authority and
experience from my travels.
A special HFLLO to Deano.
Betty, President John and the lady
who sells coffee in the concourse (I
apologize that I have forgotten her
name)(Ei/een. Ed.)
To all the Cordies and WLUSU
"hacks", keep up the good work.
What you learn today will be forever
useful out in the "dangerous real
world".
Thanks to Jo for getting me back
on the mailing list and Nancy
Bast
(Circulation and Filing Manager)
for getting the Cord to me.
1 remain,
Thomas C. McCauley
Vice President and Secretary
(Emeritus) 1979-80
Letters to the Editor should
he
typed and handed into the Cord
office prior to Monday noon.
All
letters must hear the author s full
name and telephone number.
The
Cord li eek/y reserves the right
to
refuse any submission
which it
considers to be racist, sexist. o\
libellous in nature. All letters
arc
subject to editing for length,
although the cogency of
'h?
argument will he preserved.
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VIEWPOINT
Twenty thousand dollar emptiness
by Dave Docherty
In the long corridor ofthe Kitchener
Auditorium the University
Graduate is standing close to the
wall. Careful that his black robe
doesn't touch the cold concrete, he
fixes his hair and yawns. A night of
reunion with old classmates did little
for his sleep but allowed him to
escape reality for at least a few
hours. With the finish of
convocation, however, comes the
realization that four years of school
life are over.
Fifteen minutes before the
ceremony begins, a lone reporter
breaks from the crowd in the lobby.
He spots the University Graduate
and walks over to him. "What are
you doing now that you're out of
Laurier? the reporter asks.
"Looking for work".
When asked what his preferences
are, the ex-student replies, "nearly
anything". Six months ago, he
wouldn't have said that. "After four
years and twenty thousand dollars.
you would hope for a lot of
opportunities. Now I've got a part-
time job at a restaurant and spend
the rest ot my day looking for
something better".
Unfortunately for the University
Graduate, there is a Catch-22 in the
job market. No experience-no job:
no job-no experience.
"If nothing really good comes
along by February, I'll be looking at
grad school for the fall." he savs and
the winter looks cold tor a person
whose only alternative is more time
and money. There is little
consolation in the fact that he is not
alone.
The frightening unemployment
numbers however, don't stop people
tromcoming in. Laurier'senrolment
this
year is at an all time high and the
University Graduate isn't surprised.
"It's probably the best place to be
right now. At least you can hide for
eight months of the year. And if you
can get into Co-op your future can
look pretty good. Things will pick
up in a while, they've got to." The
new Alumni is still confident
something will come up. He's got a
good degree from a good school he-
says. he won't be unemployed much
longer.
Inside the hall the other reporters
are preparing to cover the
convocation. The lone reporter and
the graduate part company, each
getting ready to play their part. The
reporter sits down and wonders why
he was sent to cover the ceremony.
In a while a man at the highlight of
his career will stand (in stage and
address the graduates. With his own
academic career never more secure,
he will give a good speech. Parents
and friends will applaud and the
lone reporter will write it all down
trying to keep up his half of the
ba
rga in.
Outside, the cold Autumn is made
tolerable by the bright sun. Down
the street ten year olds play road
hockey, and start to think about
Christmas presents.
A day to remember who suffered
by Ralph Johnson
A day for remembering...
A day for thinking of those who
fought and suffered during war. A
day for remembering those who
died.
So many died. Now that World
War II is almost 40 years past and
most of us weren't even around, it's
easy to forget it all happened. But it
did.
Travelling in France once, I
stopped at a tavern in the country,
and across from it was a war
cemetery. A field of white crosses
that went on and on and on.
Thousands? Tens of thousands? It
spread to the top of a hill and over.
And every cross had its body
beneath it—someone sent to fight,
who had died fighting.
It was incredible. So many? And
this was only one drop in the vast
numbers that fell in Europe. I began
to feel what war means.
The war wasn't just battles and
soldiers though. There were other
victims, as there always are. If you
were Jewish then, you had to wear a
yellow Star of David on your clothes
at all times. If you were homosexual,
you had to wear a pink triangle.
This was absolutely compulsory
and gave you the status of a non-
person. If some thugs attacked you
in the street, the police wouldn't
bother interfering. You were just an
"undesirable" and due to be
exterminated anyway. They even
had special camps for people like
you.
A quarter million homosexuals
were murdered in those camps,
along with the other minority
groups that weren't wanted.
A quarter million of us... That's
the size of Kitchener-Waterloo...
Who knows what moments of
love and courage went on in those
last dark hours, in that round-up
and herding towards death? And
also what treachery and greed in the
attempt to survive?
Now it's over. Time is growing the
grass higher each year over the mass
graves. The concrete buildings,have
been torn down and the rubble
removed.
On November 1 I a few people will
gather on campus to remember our
years of war at a small ceremony.
Among the poppies on the jackets
there will be a few pink triangles. It's
a way of-remembering our brothers
and sisters of all types who lost so
much.
Its a way ol remembering what
being gay meant once, not so long
ago and not so far away.
It's a way of remembering...
Little Bits
by Dan Little
A candle burns in the window of
B1 Little House. This weekend, one
of our fellow students lost his life
tragically in a car accident. To those
who knew him, Kevin was bright-
eyed with an enjoyment of life few
people seem to hold on to past their
thirteenth birthday. Kevin will be
missed by friends and mourned by
his loved ones. Maybe if we try, we
can learn from him.
Too often death is merely what we
see on the Buffalo news or hear on
the radio. We seem pathetically
drawn to it as we slow down on the
highway to view someone else's
tragedy. Yet death is perceived by
most ol us, in our youth, to be
distant-that which happens only to
another. We blissfully fumble
through our lives as if time were
standing still for us. Procrastination
gains a toe-hold, and strengthened
by our own fear of self-exposure, we
let it stop us from reaching out to
others. What happened to Kevin
could just as easily strike down you
or someone else close to you. Why
are the words "I love you" or "my
friend" so hard to say? We hoard
them as if their quantity were finite.
As you read this, all around you are
people who could brighten your life,
and
you could do the same for them.
But
no, eyes don't meet in the hall,
hands don't touch. The chance may
not come again.
Life is a blessing, a feast of
challenge, joy, and emotion.
Whatever is waiting in the wings
will only come this way once. Look
at it with a laugh in your heart, learn
to let that laugh out easily, learn to
cry over
the sad. These are the joys
of being human. Experience all you
can, to all the depth you can, while
you can.
Unfortunately all children grow
up. and all too often our excitement
with life gets lost in the shufle and
lite becomes an agenda of spending
time. We are always trying to catch
the future, as it runs ahead. In no
time, we will be holding our
grandchildren. Then these days of
our lives will be deeply cherished
memories.
Kevin will never hold his
grandchildren, nor will he realize the
dreams of his future. Yet 1 am sure
he would be deeply pleased if we
took a precious moment to look at
ourselves and decide if we are
treating the blessing of life as the
treasure it really is—We shall miss
vou Kevin.
Question of the Week
by Basil Healey
Photos by Alfred Chong
Do
you have any comments or criticisms regarding the
Cord thus far?
Brigitta Johnson
2nd. vr. English
-The entertainment section
is very good, it's of a better
quality overall, more
informative.
Sheena Scott
2nd. yr. English
-More variety than last year,
good humour, tends to
overwork certain issues.
Norbert Isaacs
2nd.
yr. Football
-Thcv have been cutting up
the football team alot but
that provides constructive
criticism for us.
Wai Yin Lee
3rd. vr. Bus.
-a good improvement was
the monthly calendar, good
editorial criticisms, and I
like the ads and discount
coupons.
Mike Lund
3rd. vr. Bus.
-too conservative, don't take
a strong enough viewpoint
on most issues. The
reporting isn't investigative.
Shirley Douglas
2nd vr. Psych.
-Well written, the editorials
are good with the right blend
ol humour. Basically a good
paper.
and us: Constructive criticism on behalfof the students is a vita!part to
the functioning of the Cord. If you have any comments or criticisms
please drop the editor (Mike Strathdee) a iine any time at the Cord
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see us sometime!
We need your help to produce
a better student newspaper.
-Cartobnists -Typists
-Writers -etc!
Remember: This year's volunteers are
next year's editors.... Come to the
newswriting seminar this Friday at 2:30,
2nd floor S.LJ.B.
J
striving for. The first of these is
reduction of the federal contribution
to 5iY/( of the total cost of post-
secondary funding. The second
objective is direct federal
involvement in helping students
meet their educational expenses,
.loyal said that the solution which
the government finds most
appealing is the setting up of a
system ol grants and loans. He said
that his cl e pa rI m ent wo u I d
administer a national standards
means test which would make
allowances for conditions in the
different regions of the country.
Under such a scheme, the federal
contribution would be sent "directly
in a cheque to the student...so that
he knows where his
money
is coming
from".
.loyal also said that the proposed
program would be set up on a
matching basis. He went on to say
that if Ottawa is paying more than
halfof the bill, they intend to receive
political credit for their actions.
.loyal believes that student needs
would be better met bv the federal
program than at present, since any
money spent on the program would
go directly to students.
special to the Cord
lamous "Peace Bridge" over the St.
Lawrence re-emphasizes how two
neighbouring countries can live in
peace and harmony with thousands
of miles of unfortified border-tile
world's most remarkable example of
a peaceful existence between
nations.
I he Statue of Liberty at the
entrance to the New York Harbour
commemorates the deep friendship
between France and the United
Stales.
Alter World War 1, a new type of
memorial in stone became the
symbol for commemorating the
lallen of that war; for those dead
who lie in their eternal sleep on some
loreign soil. I refer now to the
Cenotaph in Whitehall. London.
Lngland. The word "Cenotaph"
comes from the C i reek word
"
Kenotaph ion" fro m
"k en us"
meaning "empty" and "Taplios"
meaning "tomb". Hence a
Cenotaph is a sepulchral monument
to persons whose bodies lie
elsewhere-a most appropriate
example of our cherished Christian
beliel in that the tomb is empty for
the dead are risen in Christ.
Replicas, large and small, of the
Whitehall Cenotaph can be foimd in
many Canadian cities, notably in
Toronto. Kitchener and London.
T he Cenotaph has a distinctive
style and in most cases bears the
names of the great battles of WWI
and now also have been added the
names of the great battles of WWII
and Korea. Again the inscription is
simple: "Their name liveth forever",
or "Greater love hath no man than
to lay down his life for a friend", or
simply "Known unto God", or the
very simple yet poignant words
"Lest we forget", which typifies the
veterans ol I he Royal Canadian
Legion and all the other veteran
groups to be found in almost everv
city, town and hamlet across
Canada.
Our National Memorial in
Ottawa depicts the various combat
troops passing beneath the arch ol
the Menin Gate-indeed a verv
impressive memorial. Then, too. we
have the Peace lower with its
carillon and. within the lower's
portals, the beautiful shrine in which
lies the Book of Remembrance
containing the names ofall the fallen
ol both World Wars and Korea and
ol which each day a new page is
turned.
In Westminster Abbey. London,
possibly the world's greatest
memorial, in which are honoured
kings and paupers, statesmen and
soldiers, scholars, poets, and
musicians, in fact the greats from
every walk ol lite and from everv
vocation in life. There we also find
beneath a hallowed slab in the aisle,
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
So too. beneath the Arc de
Triomphe, the Lternal Flame burns
over the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier, which to the amazement of
the world the goose-stepping Nazis
of World War II did not extinguish
or desecrate; possibly because that
Unknown Soldier could just as
easily be an allied soldier as it could
be one of their own. Likewise in
Arlington Cemetery in Washington
D.C. we also find the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier with its Eternal
Flame. These three are a tear
rending memorial showing the utter
futility ofwarand that the Unknown
Soldier had fought and died for his
country, firmly believing that he was
in the right. How it clearly
emphasized that in death all arc-
equal and enemies no longer!
Some memorials are in the lorm
of a Cairn made up
of rough stones
placed in the form
of a pyramid.
Such a memorial has a very
interesting history. According to an
old Scottish legend stemming from
the Farquharson Clan, when the call
to arms sounded, the Clansmen
assembled on some high hill within
their area, each member bringing
with him a field stone from his
home, which he solemnly added to
the pyramidal pile in the centre of
the Council Circle. When the battle
was over, whether it was victory or
defeat, the surviving Clansmen
reassembled on that hill and each
Clansman picked up a stone from
the pile to take back to his home.
Those stones that remained, because
there were no warriors to claim
them, were left as a memorial to
their fallen comrades. A truly
simple memorial practice so typical
ol the Scot, for an expensive
memorial, no matter how beautiful
and costly, could not commemorate
their lallen comrades in a more
fitting manner.
And so we now come to our own
Memorial here at Laurier which is in
the form of a typical bronze plaque
which you will have seen on the wall
in the corner of the main etrance to
the Arts Building. It was presented
to this university by the C.O.T.C
(Canadian Officers Training Corps)
ol the University of Western
Ontario, with which a forerunner
of l aurier, in its earlier stages, had
been affiliated for degree granting
purposes. This forerunner ol
Laurier also had a small detachment
of the C.O.T.C.
On this plaque are the names of all
the students who served in World
War II with the names of those who
fell m that conflict specially marked.
Of course, since the war ended in
1945, many names listed there have
now answered their last bugle call, as
so many veterans of that war are
doing all across Canada.
Those veterans, whether still
surviving or having passed on to
their bivouac in the sky. most likely
relatives of many of the students
here at Laurier, had taken up the
torch tossed to them by the fallen of
World War I. as is so poignantly
stated in the poem "In Flanders
Fields".
They knew that their war was a
life and death struggle for survival
against a diabolical foe whose
satanistic war machine-humans and
steel-was intending to take from a
tree world their four basic freedoms:
freedom from want, freedom from
leai. Ircedom to worship and
freedom ol speech. (In less you have
read "Mem KampP by Hitler, you
will never understand what
horrendous tortures of mind and
body lay in store for each and everv
one ol us. had Hitler and maniacal
henchmen won the field. 1 et us not
lorgct they came very close to it.
I ven their U-Boals came into the
Gull ol St. Lawcrence and into the
upper reaches ol Hudson Bav-right
on our very doorstep.
But thanks to God. it was not
within his overall Divine Plan, and
because it was not, we are able once
again today to pause for a moment
of thankful and prayerful
remembrance before our outward
and visible symbol, our Memorial,
in silent remembrance at the 11th
hour of the 11th day of the 11th
month.
It is hoped that when our
civilization has passed from off the
face of this earth, as many other
civilizations have in ages gone by,
that some of our memorials may
remain standing as tangible evidence
of how costly in lives and material it
is to enjoy unfettered freedom and
especially, to be free to worship a
God of our choice.
As a veteran I can tell you that at
this 11th hour at every memorial
throughout the Commonwealth
our fallen comrades return , n th1
unseen presence each
and J
November 11th to watch in silenc
our prayerful remembrance
anH
then, at the sound of Reveille thev
return to their heavenly bivoua
happy and content that thev had not
diedin vain: that we are still free atlH
that we DO REMEMBER THEM
For them the bugle calls
no more
They're now with
comrades
gone before;
Past for them all battle
and strife
They re now enjoyinu
Eternal Life.
November 11. 1982
Majm■ I'ar/c C. Slw//ey, ED
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Memorials answer the costs of a civilization
cont'd from page 3
Ottawa
cont'd from page 7
■ ■■■I Test your mental mettle,
BBMBy play 'Trivial Pursuit'!
~1 Do you lie awake "trivial" questions. So f~
wondering. What the L*~<& before you lose more
Great Gatsby's sleep, here are the
occupation was; what answers a bootlegger,
the highest value letters Q and Z, and a golf ball
in Scrabble'are; what Now you'll sleep like Rip
Floyd Rood drove Van Winkle How many
across the U.5 .9 If you -years did he sleep 9 Play
thrive on such useless Trivial Pursuit'and find
information, you'll love out! It's at Simpsons!
29.99
game with 6,000 Games47o
1 123 456 789 0 !■■■
jgll
I Qualify for
I the university
I of your choice
Columbia Secondary independent, non-
enjoys an interna- sectarian, coeduca-
tional accreditation tional institution
for its disciplined ap- offering grade 11, 12,
proach to education. 13 studies and language
As such, more than
programs in an
90% of Columbia
international environ-
graduates have been ment Applications
accepted into the from area and over-
university of cc* %
seas stucjents are
their choice.
| now being
Columbia is an s | entertained.
Columbia Secondary School of Canada
430 East 25th Street. Hamilton, Ontario. Canada LBV 384 (416)387-3381
Laurier Accessibility 'the pits'?
by Rita Pekrul
"Accessibility at WLU is the pits"
This is the view of Larry Parker, a
member of the committee studying
accessibility here at Laurier and an
employee ot the March of Dimes.
WLU has seen several changes in
past weeks with regard to facilities
for the physically disabled. These
include, signs specifying washroom
facilities for students in
wheelchairs, a parking space for the
physically handicapped in lot 8,
ramps outside of the Central
Teaching Building and the Torque
Room (hallway by 1E1) and some
modifications to the Peters Building.
These changes have been made
largely due to the efforts of a
committee headed by Dean Nichols
that began its work last year during
the year of the disabled. The
committee, consisting of faculty,
students and staff is primarily
interested in outlining areas where
changes are needed in order to
facilitate har. jicapped students. In
addition, the committeehas just sent
to printing a pamphlet that will
outline the services WLU provides
for disabled students, as well as a
guide to buildings that are accessible
to wheelchairs.
Larry Parker defines accessibility
in terms of "accessible, usable and
non-usable. An accessible building
allows a handicapped individual
independent access to all its services
and materials, whereas a usable
building would require that the
handicapped person obtain
assistence from another individual."
WLU is listed as having "an
accessible library" in a publication
entitled "Horizons." This
publication outlines programs,
services and facilities offered by
Ontario universities.
In light of Mr. Parker's definition,
it is evident however that the library
is far from accessible. Entrance to
the building must be gained through
a service door. A buzzer located by
this door must be rung to indicate
one wishes to gain entrance. Once
the door is unlocked and one is
inside, a librarian must be made
available to assist the student in
gaining access to reserve room
materials, as well as books,
periodicals; card catalogues, etc.
that are out of reach.
A physically disabled individual
who we spoke to said that "the
library staff should be commended
on its helpfulness, but the current
method of gaining entrance into the
building is far from adequate." With
winter quickly approaching, the idea
of having to wheel oneself outside,
through the snow and ice, around
the stairways, only to sit and wait for
someone to hear the buzzer, doesn't
sound like a particularly inspiring
way to spend one's time.
The library also has no washroom
that can be used by a physically
handicapped individual. This adds
one more inconvenience to the list.
The rest of the WLU student body
enjoys the option and the
convenienceof gaining entrance into
the library via a tunnel system
connecting it to the CTB and the
Peter's Building (both are
accessible). It is unfortunatethat the
"...the current method of gaining entrance into the
building is far from adequate."
University has chosen not to extend
this courtesy to all of its students.
Have
you ever stopped to
consider the services that are
available to a physically disabled
student at Laurier or perhaps better
phrased, what services are not
available? Consider the following
list. A disabled person cannot gain
access to health services or
counselling services located in the
Student Services Building. The T. A..
Athletic Complex, TV lounge, legal
services, WLUSU offices, games
room. Turret. 2nd floor of the Arts
Building and reserve room are all
inaccessible, as well as the dining
hall and the residences.
Dean Nichols admits that
Laurier's facilities are only "fair to
adequate." He outlined the fact that
an on going dispute between the
Ministry of Colleges and
Universities and Ontario
universities is the reason Laurier has
not started any major re-building to
provide full accessibility for its
disabled students.
According to Hamilton West
MLA Richard Allen, the ministry
initially approached Ontario
universities two years ago and asked
them it' they would look into
providing accessibility lor
handicapped students. After an
extensive studv, the universities
decidud that providing accessibility
would be feasible if the following
three criterion could be met.
Universities would have to be
shown some consideration in the
block grants that they now receive,
as the cost of providing full
accessibility would put a significant
strain on the current funding
provisions
Universities would be assured
that adequate funding would be
provided to handicapped students to
enable them to attend university, as
well as complete their degrees.
The ministry and the universities
should sit down and discuss the most
mutually advantageous approach to
providing accessibility.
According to Allen, the
universities waited 6 months for a
reply, after which time they received
a letter from the ministry saying that
if the universities wanted the
ministry to specify how their money
should be spent they would do so. in
cont'd on H
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Business
McMaster's M.B.A. Co-op Program combines
classroom learning with on-the-job training. By
experiencing a wide range of business areas prior
to graduation, students can improve the quality of
their career decisions. This combination of
academic studies and business experience is very
attractive to employers.
For further information on the Co-op Program or
McMaster's other options (full or part-time M.B.A.
programs) please write or call:
Co-ordinator, M.B.A. Co-op Program
Faculty of Business
McMaster University
1280 Main St. West, Hamilton, Ontario
LBS4M4 (416)525-9140, ext. 4611
all areas. II not, the universities
should be pleased with the funding
they now receive and no special
provisions would be made for
funding to help the universities
provide accessi bi Ii t v.
Since Ontario universities have
been free from government
intervention regarding the spending
of their block grants in the past, they
obviously did not want to endanger
this privilege. 1 his issue was put on
hold; a state in which it has
remained.
Carol Barrett a University Affairs
Officer at the Ministry of
Universities and Colleges said in an
interview that "the universities are
provided with block grants and
capital. They must meet the needs of
the students they choose to admit,
from these allocated funds."ln her
view the ministry would not be
altering its position on this issue in
the foreseeable luture.
It is evident that if WLU or any
university chooses to sit and wait
lor
the ministry to act, they will be
sitting in limbo for quite some time.
WLU has adopted a wait and see
altitude when it comes to major
renovations on campus, pending a
clear-cut decision from the ministry.
Other universities however, arc-
finding funding within their block
grants to facilitate their
handicapped students. IJ ol W has a
full-time Advisor on Services for
Disabled Persons. As well, all
buildings are accessible through at
least one entrance and 34 washroom
facilities exists for the disabled. The
libraries, dining hall and residences
are accessible, with 28 rooms in
residence set aside for physically
disabled students and a dining hall
which is equipped not only with
ramps
but also with meal trays to lit
wheelchairs as well.
Carol Moogk-Soulis, Advisor
on
Services lor Disabled Persons at U
of W. stated to a student here
at
Laurier that "if U. of W.
accepts a
disabled student, the University has
a committment to see that their
disability is not the deciding factor
in determining whether or not they
complete their degree." She also
outlined in an interview that "her
job was simply to keep track of the
students' needs and to channel the
problems to the proper areas." If a
new ramp is needed: Physical Plant
and Planning is made aware of it she
said. Since all buildings are ramp-
accessible, their system certainly
seems effective.
Dean Nichols readily admits our
facilities are only "fair to adequate"
under the circumstances it is difficult
not to agree.
The National
The Great
Pumpkin
Survives
HALIFAX (CUP)—If you thought
blanket-toting Peanuts character
Linus was the only devotee of the
Great Pumpkin, you were wrong.
Since 1973. members of the
University of New Brunswick's
Harrison 1 lousehave participated in
the ceremonial sacrifice of the (ireat
Pumpkin on All Hallow's Lve.
The preparation for the event
begins a few days before Halloween
when members of the all-male
residence get together to bay at the
moon.
Before the hallowed eve, the local
pumpkin patches are staked out.
and under the cover of darkness, the
residence members retrieve their
large orange delights.
Before returning to the university,
tradition dictates that one pumpkin
is thrown of 112 a bridge to give thanks
for the haul.
At midnight on Hallowe'en, a
procession begins to the chimes ol
monastery bells and Gregorian
chants. Ihe "Monk" heads the
procession followed by banner
carriers. The largest pumpkin,
dubbed "the (ireat one." is carried
bv bearers: "His Grace", three wise
men and white-robed worshippers
in rows of two.
They proceed to the women's
residence courtyard where the
'Great Pumpkin" receives gilts.
Afterwards it is taken to the roofol
the residence, set aflame amid
Anglican prayers, and tossed over
the edge.
Two years ago.
the CBC televised
the event.
Upgrading accessibility - who pays?
cont'd from pa'-'c 7
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ENTERTAINMENT
The "Lizard King" lives on
by Kevin Reilly
The Back Doors recreate the spirit and power of the Doors.
On Thursday in the Turret, a band
associated with the regular groupof
cover bands. The Hack Doors, played
but somehow they did it differently.
The obviously had a different
approach to the remaking of music
and most of the difference they
emitted was a result of the lead
singer's attempt at the elaborate
style of James Douglas Morrison.
The Hack Doors can play the
music of the Doors just as well as the
Blushing Brides can play Rolling
Stones but The Back Doors
go
beyond mere musical repetition to
create the spirit and power of The
Doors..lim Hakim, the lead singer,
does not just sing the words that Jim
Morrison wrote. He also responds to
the feelings that the rebellious rock
star felt. Hakim himself tried to
justify this; "I probably understand
Jim Morrison better than anyone
alive because our personalities are so
much alike. I can grasp
Morrison's
philosophies and fee! the power of
his poetry." This may seem like an
overly elaborate stagegimmic but he
has convinced more than a few
people of his earnestness. Among
these people are the executives of
Warner Bros. Film Studios. They
have auditioned Hakim for the lead
part in their film biography of Jim
Morrison (No, John Travolta is not
going to be offered the part.) This
audition has also been presented to
the Morrison family and has
received a great deal of positive
response. No contract has been
signed vet but Hakim's abstract,
alluring personality and his excellent
vocal rendition of Jim Morrison will
help him to be one of the more
promising choices.
The band itself, much like The
Doors, has taken a back seat to all
the publicity that Hakim is
receiving. They are a tight-knit
group of old school friends who
decided four
years ago that too
many people like themselves had
been born too late to see the Doors
live. They decided that the next best
things to Morrison, Manzarek and
company would he a hand who
played with the same energy and
spirit that the Doors had. They spent
two years looking lor "Jim" and
eventually found him in Scranton
Pennsylvania (a town made famous
by Harry Chapin). This band tries to
avoid the negative "out for a buck"
attitude that many tribute bands
have adapted. They are a tune
tribute band because they realized
that The Doors had to stop plaving
before the people stopped listening.
They plav the music the way it was
meant to be heard on a live stage. It
may not sound note for note to the
album version but neither do the
Who or Rolling Stones when they
play live. I hey add the right amount
of on-stage Hair to the sound so that
the audience leels that this is not just
a visual version of the album sound
hut a live, real rock show of the
Doors' greatest hits.
The Hack Doors are not trying to
be the new Doors. They are trying to
preserve
the sound, and spirit of a
band that no longer can play. They
can easily be compared to the stage
extravaganza of Ihuil/cmanici
because like the Fab Four fill-ins
lliey are trying to give people a taste
of the spirit of rock and roll in the
60's. Good luck to ,lim llakim. He
deserves the part because, as he savs.
he understands.
r/iolos hy li'd / ifu ifis
Huis Clos: One Hell of a joke
by Martin Kuske and J Weare
Everyone, according to Jean-Paul
Sartre, has freedom of choice.
Exercising that freedom of choice is
the crux of our lives. Last Friday the
U of W Theatre of the Arts was
packed with people who chose
(perhaps) to exercise that freedom.
Huis Clos was performed at the
Theatre du Vieux-Colombier in May
of 1944. Sartre, at that time was well
pleased with the direction ofhis play
which brought out the irony,
symbolism and internal echoes
which he intended.
In Friday's production the
audience was seated to a stark
setting which was to remain
unchanged throughout the entire
play. Unlike the actual stage
directions (calling for a room in
sparse Second Empire decor) here
the decor consisted of three benches
with throw covers and a bronze bust
upon an elaborate end table. This
emphasized the character's
individuality but was to remain at
the same time secondary to the
action of the play itself.
The audience babbled on, even as
the first notes of the incidental music
passed vaguely through the air. The
audience fell silent only when the
sliding door mysteriously opened to
reveal "le Garcon". upstage centre,
played by Hubert Clanet, escorting
Garcin (Claude Beauclair). It was as
il the audience was suddenly
thrown into the middle of an
uncomfortable situation—captured
by the movements on stage.
Claude. Beauclair in the role of
Garcin was very forceful, perhaps
too much so. Although his character
represents tear, we
found that he was
too defensive and overbearing. His
cowardliness was well masked by his
obnoxiously loud rantings. And on<_
wonders whether Sartre really
intended this type ol abrasive
characterization of a sadistically
inclined cowardly journalist.
Ines, a shame ridden lesbian, was
played by Francoise Mojeret. Upon
entering she created a hush over
the
audience with her severe and
captivating presence.
There was no
doubt that Mojeret was indeed
Sartre's Ines, projecting all the
brutality and pointedness required
for the part. Garcin's
over-
bearingness, however, caused to
compete with him
in an attempt to
maintain her own intensity.
Estelle, an adultering murderess
who tended towards nymphomania,
was played by Genvieve Taillade.
Estelle was originally depicted in
the play proper as a unique
combination ol a rich sophisticate
with a narrow and precise view;
creating her own
form of etiquette.
This, contrasted by her affected
naivete, produced a somewhat
vacuous personality. Her empty
headedness was exaggerated bv her
intcration with the already
established characters of Garcin and
Ines. Genvieve Taillade made
the
character her own in a very unique
and refreshing way. She
at times led
the audience to tits ol laughter
rather than expressing the tongue in
cheek irony ol the play itself.
The main idea of Huis Clos (In
Camera) is found m the English title
"No Exit". The characters find
themselves in a vicious circle of three
interdependent relationships. This,
for Sartre (who does not belive in
Hell as such) is a living hell. The
renowned line in the play is
"L'enfer, c'est les autres", (hell is
other people), for we, according to
Sartre are dependent on other
peoples views and judgements of us.
In this same vein each character
acted as a mirror for the other two.
From this symbolic Hell (where
the characters are actually dead), the
characters are capable of viewing
Earth, each in his turn. The lighting
remained the same during these
sequences. Had spotlights been
used, the audience would not have
been distracted from the intensity of
each character's speech by the other
two standing still and silent, like
stick people.
One of the weakest points of the
play occured when Estelle,
according to stage directions, was to
dance across the floor, mimicking
two of her 112 riends which she viewed
in one of her visions. Instead, the
simple swaying of her arms caused
the scene to lose its lustre, leaving
the audience rather flat.
The plot becomes convoluted in
an effort to express Sartre's
philosophical ideas. However, some
ol these were lost to the peaks of
hilarity, (Estelle), and explosive
rage. (Ciarcin. thus followed bv
I nes).
One ol the better enacted parts of
the play was the suspcnscful opening
ol the door at Garcin's command.
M. Beanclair laid bare Garcin's
cowardice, creating an overall
suspcnce and tension among the
three characters.
This production sacrified itself in
the name of comedy. It was
somewhat disappointing to see some
of Sartre's philosophical ideas
dissipate into gales of laughter.
Haydn concert lacks excitement
by Dan Lenz
This past weekend saw the
"Mennonite Mass Choir" give their
annual performance at the Centre in
the Square. The choir was
accompanied by members of the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
Orchestra and the programme
consisted exclusively ol music
composed bv Franz Joseph Haydn.
The completely Haydn programme
was in commemoration ol the 250th
anniversary of the composer's birth
in 1732.
The concert opened with
Concerto in C no. 5 for organ and
strings. This concerto was well
performed, although in the Allegro
the ensemble was not quite together
in some entries. The instruments
were well balanced and Barrie
Cabena (W.L.U. Faculty) played
flawlessly at the organ. This same
criticism can be said of the Concerto
m C no. 8 for organ and strings
which was performed later on in the
programme. Although the concerti
were pleasantly played, they lacked
what is lacking in much of Haydn's
work-excitement and interest. That
is why the idea of a completely
Haydn concert is questionable
unless it is prescribed as a sedative
by someone's physician.
The choir of 250 voices had a
sound which was as impressive and
vibrant as usual. In the Te Deum
(sung in English) the pronunciation
was impeccable. The director. Jan
Overduin (W.L.U. Faculty) had
complete control, as he guided the
choir through some very nice t'ugal
passages even if some entries were a
bit sluggish. The orchestra gave a
very steady and supportive
accompaniment. At no time was
there a threat of imbalance between
the choir and orchestra.
The major work of the evening
was the Harmonie-Mcsse, which
incidentlv is the last major work
which Haydn composed before his
death in 1809. The Messe was
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composed for chorus, soloists and
orchestra. I lie soloists were
Margaret Llligsen (sop.). Lilian
Kilianski (alto. W.I .11. alumnus).
Cilvn I vans (tenor) and Kitchener
nai.ee Paul Massel (baritone). The
choir had the hulk of the singing
with only smalls interjections by the
soloists. I his was unfortunate, for
all ol the soloists have verv
competent voices and had no chance
to display their talent. Another
problem for the soloists was that
they were often overpowered by the
choir and/or orchestra, especially
the women soloists. Perhaps the
soloists could have been more
strategically placed in order for
them to be heard more consistently.
I he Vlesse was sung in Latin but
the pronunciation by the choir
sounded like they had taken their
Latin lessons from Bob and Doug
Mackenzie. Latin is a difficult
language for we "Lnglish folk" to
pronounce, and the choir obviously
needed more work in this area.
Hopefully next year the
Mennonile Mass Choir will return to
the concert format which originally
made them famous and that is
performing one of the large, well
known oratorios in the choir
repeloire.
Catchin' a flipside
The Roches:
Keep On Doing What You Do
It's hard to tell what we've been
waiting for. Is it more of the same?
Because the Roches have managed
to re-create the sounds that have
made some of us fall in love with
their music.
At first listen, the general
impression is that they have
abandoned the attempt to
commercialize, as in "Nurds", and
have gone back to the natural
sounds of their first album. Really
though, its the presence of Robert
I ripp's electric guitar styled in a
subtle way, hanging off the end of
the notes, as opposed to coming in
on the interplay between pauses in
breath, that makes a compromise.
This definitely has a more
complimentary and pleasing effect.
Unlike "Nurds", there appears to be
no evidence of slighted percussion,
although it is credited on the album.
l or those of us who have had the
pleasure of hearing the Roches sing
live. "Keep on doing what you do" is
really satisfying because it includes
many numbers that had yet to be
recorded and released, but were
immediate succsses on stage. Lor
example, the album begins with a
traditional tune. "I lallelul jail
Chorus" that rings clear of the
yuletide season, and causes one to
imagine how beautifully the Roches
would be to hear doing Christmas
carols. Incidentally, they have been
known to do this in subway stations
unannounced whenever they get the
urge. I'lie "Hallelujah Chorus" is
done in a full acepclla version.
As usual, the lyrics plav a vital
part of the Roches' songs, and we
observe that the mainstay of the
tunes are written by Maggie Roche
(the oldest Roche), but there arc
contributions by Terre such as "I fell
in love" (Terre doing the lead) and
dual efforts by Maggie and Su/./ie.
Some of Maggie's songs are getting
recorded by other artists, such as
Phoebe Snow's version of "Married
Men" from the "Nurds" album,
'['here is a hint of contempt for men
and their anxious yet fragile
altitudes in the $ongs, but this
subject is also dealt with a sense of
car e an d cons i d e ration. A
humourous anecdote about a
woman's plight is found in "The
Largest Llizabeth in the World"
which is sung rapidly. A beautiful
and moving ballad,"On the Road to
I airl'ax County" tells about a
woman who falls in love with an
outlaw. Terre's clear picking on
acoustic guitar comes through
clearly on this tune.
By far the tunc that stands out the
most, which is unusual in such a
professional collection, is "Losing
True". The lyrics are simplistic and
constant, but the three-part
harmonization is mind-blowing.
I lie peacelillness it involves is really
something one must experience.
l or that matter, the wholealbum
is something to experience. Lor
those who are looking for something
different, they will probably respond
by lamenting on what they have
been missing. Pick one tip-it's worth
it. A'so. look for the Roches at U of
I 011 November 28th.
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Is your Pregnancy a
Problem? Someone at
BIRTHRIGHT cares
about you. For
Friend-
ship and confidential
counselling, phone
579- 3990.
MASSAGE:For relaxation,
Rehabilitation
Also, Classes in basic
technique and therapeutic
touch.
Ann Ruebottom 884-5791
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MEET THE AUTHOR
at a talk
on his latest book
WHY WE ACT LIKE CANADIANS
Tuesday, November 16th at 3:30 p.m.
in the TURRET on the top floor of the student
union building
Refreshments served
10% off on the book at the event only
Sponsored by
THE BOOKSTORE
Wilfrid Laurier University
POETICS
IN MEMORIAM RETENERE
November 11th
While the poppies grow
Between the crosses, row on row
In Flanders Fields.
We will remember them!
While roses profusely grow
Between the crosses row on row
On Mother England's Island shore.
We will remember them!
While Italian winds softly blow
Between the crosses, row on row
Beside the Arno's bloodied shore.
We will remember them!
While tulips gently blow
Between the crosses row on row
Where Arnheim proudly stands.
We will remember them!
While the azahleas grow
Between the crosses row on row
On the far Korean Hills,
We will remember them!
While sands and waters glow
Between the crosses, row on row
At Suez, Gaza, Cyprus, Crete,
We will remember them!
To us from failing hands
They throw the torch.
Be ours to hold it high!
If we break faith with those who die.
They cannot sleep, though flowers grow
In those far and distant lands.
We will remember them!
So once again their names are read.
And silent
prayers again are said.
For them the bugle calls no more:
They're now with comrades gone before
Past for them all battle and strife;
They're now enjoying Eternal Fife.
While we remember them!
In Memoriam retencre.
While we remember them!
**#*** * ** **
"They shall grow not old
As we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them
Nor the years condemn;
At the going down of the sun
And in the morning
We will remember them!
We will remember them!
sj« s|: sjc jfc ifs j};
I-cilie Clare Shelley
Tomorrow
Yesterdav being a child ol the universe
Today becoming a man
What were once futuristic dreams
Are now a reality.
The future wow being the present
And the tomorrows, part ol
the past.
But don't forget the past.
E:ven if it hurts
Remember and cherisli it
For tomorrow you may understand
it.
Catherine Kozub
POETRY BOOK
ALLEGORY AND ILLUSION
Illusion is an allegory,
Everything is an allegory
for everything is contained
within everything else....
I want to express love.
But I know all those
Interpretations (he word
Has self contained...
Sometimes 1 want to scream
Mv hatred lor the world.
Eor teaching me a language
too fragile to use tor
fear of being broken...
/
For teaching me that hatred
too. has many
kinds of
Implications
Sometimes 1 wish the allegory
was just an illusion
Then 1 would not have to know
Silence has a meaning;
Self-contained...
James I). IVcarc
The Caretaker
A sketch ot Piranesi, curled in growing shade
Dark, as a prison dark draws chains
In knots, catwalk shadows to the rack.
■ ■
The knife of Vincent, underestimated blade-
falls cold, takes crust and breaks—
old steel between the crumbled bread and Brie.
Among bowler-hats, bird-lime and sky
Magritte has starlings in the rib-cage, fluttering
red. cold leathers for the beating heart.
Turner's brush, bent hard, lightens with color
fuses hair and painted wood to ancient crust
Till the cracking canvas gapes its thirst for light.
Across the floor storm Fuseli's wild-eved horses-
forces burning breath through mouths of silk-
through dreams of sleep to rack the restless air.
From Rembrandt's palette with the paint of solid flesh
hang empty brushes dipped in wine; in the living frame
men clear the last supper, throwing broken bits to the dogs.
Karen W'Ukius
mortal writer
it seares me, a
writer alone, with
so many words
sometimes, I think I'd like
to go fishing, but
even then, there-
are so many fish
Karen H i/kins
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Campus Clubs
CAMPUS MINISTRY AT lIW
AND W1 \ I
SUNDAY NOVLMBLR 14, 1982
Worship in a caring community.
Come to Keffer Memorial Chapel
(corner of Bricker and Albert on
campus at Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary) The service begins at
11:00 a.m. every Sunday of the
school vear.
SUNDAY NOVLMBLR 14, 1982
livening meeting of the Lutheran
Student Movement. Tentative plans
have been made to see the famous
movie "The Joy of Bach" Comeand
let us surprize you!
TIJLSDAY NOVLMBLR 16, 1982
Bible Study at the Lutheran Student
I louse, 177 Albert St.from 2:30-3:30
The theme is "Two copper coins".
WLDNLSDAY NOVLMBLR 17,
1982 Holy Communion in a
informal setting 10:00 p.m. every
Wednesday of the school year.
Come early and join in some-
singing! This takes place at Keller
Chapel. Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, corner of Bricker and
Albert.
FRIDAY NOVLMBLR 19. 1982
Open house at the homeof Lutheran
chaplain Paul Bosch. Come and
meet friends! 157 Albert St.
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Laurier Christian Fellowship
meets every Wednesday at 4:45 p.m.
in the Seminary Lounge. This week's
speaker, Rob McPhcrson will'talk
on "Christ: God become man."
Lvervbodv is welcome to come out!
Campus Clubs: this is your space.
Use it.
So you know what you're going to
wear on Thursday. November 25.
1982 when
you and the date ofvour
dreams dance the night awav at
OFLCAM'S 1982 CHRISTMAS
FORMAL! Time is really living!
Aren't
you getting excited! And...
there's only 3 weeks left to buy your
tickets, so get (hem now in the
concourse or from any Offcam F.xec.
member or during office hours in the
Small Clubs Office, for just
•S I 5.00/coupie, $8.()()/single or
$ 16.00/non-olteam member, you
can dance to the beautiful music of
Mary Lu Zahalah and her live band,
and... partake in a delicious buffet of
hors-d'oeuvres served later in the
evening.
Don't forget the Transylvania
Club on the 25th!!
fn-nrh Club: T rip to Quebec City.
We will be going Feb. 18-21. 1983 by
train & will stay at the Chateau
Frontenac for 3 nights.
The cost will be $162.00 OR $124.00
if more than 30 people go. We would
like a deposit of $20 bv Tuesday,
Nov. 16 and will be in the concourse
I riday, Nov. 12 & Tuesdav Nov. 16.
For more information call Megan at
884-6591.
flench Club-
Wednesday, November 17, at 8:00
P-ni in Rm. 1023 the film
"Gervaise" will be shown Free. All
welcome.
Polilica] Sciaici- Assoeiaiion
Christmas Dinner and Dance will be
heldOn Tuesday. November 30th at
Golfs Steak House. Tickets arc
$7.50 per person, and..ill be on sale
in the Concourse Nov. 22-24th.
THE CANADIAN
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 With 2k down,
Canadian
~ii i .
Hollywood star
. . .
Sixth sense
6 Northern bear
9 Drugged
10 Decorations
t * ti * i >
11 Not cloudy
12 With 16
across,
New Westminster
star of Perry
Mason
14 Social class
'5 Want
16 See 12 across
19 Neat
20 Pal
23 Monsters
25 Oil producing
province
27 Alta. community
29 Nfld . stralt
30 Post event
31 Church feature
32 Aye
33 Experiments
DOyN
1 Alta. town
2 Held back
3 Rubber stamped
Sask. community
5 Canada's
plains
6 Tropical fruit
7 Slow musical
movement
8 Sts "
13 Board 9ame
Controllers'
org.
17 lndlar| s used to
stage these
,
18 Arctic Island
,
21 Uncorroborated
evidence
22 Stupidity or
Insanity
See '
across
26 Bird beaks,
or greenbacks
Q ru
,
28 Christmas,
in Quebec
29 Snake
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
c.1982 THE CANADIAN CROSSWORD #87
COAST TO COAST NEWS SERVICES INC.
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SPORTS
York 81 Laurier 71
Yeomen
down
Hawks
by Chuck Kirkham
The Golden Hawk basketball team opened their
season this past weekend with a strong showing in the
Laurier Invitational Basketball Tournament. The Hawks
almost upset one of the top ranked teams in Canada, the
York Yeomen. The Hawks ended up on the bottom of an
81-71 score, Saturday in the Athletic Complex.
The Hawks advanced to the finals by humiliating the
Ryerson Rams on Friday 101-73. The other opening
game say York defeat the Waterloo Warriors 81-80 on a
last second bucket. The consolation final on Saturday
saw the Warriors humble the inept Ryerson squad 119-
55.
The championship game started off quickly; for York. They
controlled all aspects of the gameand after ten minutes of the first half
W.L.U. Invitational
Basketball Tournament
All-Star Team
1. Dave Christenson-York-Center
2. Grant Parobec-York-Guard
3. Dave Burns-Waterloo-Forward
4. Dave Byck-Laurier-Forward
5. Steve Forden-Laurier-Guard
M.V.P.-Dave Christenson
led by nine, 20-11. The Hawks started concentrating on defense and by
the end of the half had come back to within three points. In the last
four minutes of the half the Hawks held the Yeomen to four points
while gunning for fourteen themselves. Guard Pete Briglio led the
brigade scoring two buckets and completely shutting his man down on
defense.
The second halfwas just plain and simply great basketball. Anyone
intending to leave for the Turret with about five minutes left in the
game found themselves rivetted to their seat.
The Hawks immediately jumped on the Yeomenand pulled into the
lead with 14:30 left in the game 44-43. The lead bounced back and
forth from there. The hot man for York was Tom Rider. In the first
nine minutes of the half he was the only Yeomen to score and
accounted for nine points. The Hawk scoring was sread out amongall
their players.
Fouls are what killed the Hawks. In the game, the Yeomen were
nineteen for twenty four from the foul line. This is phenomenal
shooting for anybody, or any team. The Hawks, meanwhile were
seven for fourteen from the line. From the field the Hawks had tied the
Yeomen 64-64.
"There is no doubt that fouls killed us" commented Laurier coach
Chris Coulthard. "It we could have cut down on those fouls it would
have been a different game. We really had them on the ropes there in
the second half. The guys played a hell of a game."
As mentioned, the Hawks really spread out their scoring. Leading
scorer was centre Doug Aitcheson with fifteen points. The only other
player in double Figures was team captain; Leon Arendse, with 11.
Grouped at eight points were four players: Mike Bielak, Chuck
Klassen, Enzo Piazza and Dave Byck.
Byck was forced to leave the game in the second half. Colliding with
another player Byck fell and hurt his knee. There was some swelling
and fear on the part ofofficials of ligament damage.Taken to hospital,
Byck was diagnosed with a twisted knee and should miss no action.
The other All-Star for the Hawks was point guard Steve Forden.
Forden controlled the
pace whenever
he was on the court.
Extra points:
Where are the Bleacher Creatures!?
Kudo's to the Spirit Band. A job well done, glad to
have you around!!
Leon Arendse, team captain, is the first
five year player in Laurier
history!!!
Lot's of depth in this years team, nine guys played and the team was
never hurting because of it!!!!
/
IK'IO
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Pat Langdon, with extreme effort, tries to unglue theball from his hands.The Hawks lost to York
81-71 in the tournament championship game.
Varsity teams
get the screw
by Chuck Kirkham
Carling O'Keefe has re-
cently been removed from
the Laurier Golden Hawk
football scene for the first
time in ten years. Labatt's,
the heir to the promotional
crown, shoved the previous
beer company out
of the
picture with a lucrative
contract offer. Labatt's
offered the schools in
Ontario football fifty to
seventy thousand dollars to
promote their games.
With seven of the eight
schools accepting the offer,
that left even more money
to be divided among the
programs in the province.
With this much of an
increase in revenue
available to the schools it
would seem that the
program was a success.
The main goal of the deal
was to put more fans into
the stands. Although
Labatt's would like people
to believe differently the
program was a failure. At
two of the schools, Laurier Go team go!
See pics page 15.
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Hawk Watching
Hockey
by Kevin Reilly
The Hawks lost their first game ol
the series 4-1 to t'.ie team from
Merrimack College.
Hawks lone goal ol the game
came from Jeff Walters in the lirst
period of the game. But the Hawks
couldn't pull ahead. The Merrimack
team scored 3 quick goals andstilled
anv further Hashes of brilliance our
Hawks showed.
The frustration of the Laurier
team was shown by their constant
dirtv plav. The team took a total of
46 minutes in penalties and showeda
great lack ol control.
The consolation final ol the
tournament pitted Laurier against
llie hosts of the tournament.
Rochester. The Hawks played a
much better game and
came out
above at the final whistle 5-4.
(ioal scorers for the Hawks were
Todd Stark with two and singles by
Dan Speck. Rob Deutschmann. and
Greg Mills.
Hun l.nds - The scoring drive that
the Hawks have lacked lately seems
to be slowly coming back. II they
start scoring and stop taking
penalties they may just get some
thiims done.
Rugby
by Mike Smith
Last Saturday, the Rugby team
entered the all Ontario round-robin
tournament at Guelph. Each
university from Ontario was
represented for the final event of the
year. The Hawks managed to
conquer the snow/rain, and bitter
cold: but more importantly the
opposition, to gain a third place
overall standing.
The team is made up of: Ed
Holton, Stephen Rockett, Dave
("No-Yes") Stewart, Alex Drennan,
Andy ("Zitalis") Francis, Malcolm
("Cummer") Mc Arthur, and
Michael Smith. They played
extremely well in the first game
destroying Cuielph. the top team in
the league this year, 22-0. Despite
the slippery conditions and a 9:30
a.m. start, the Hawks passed the ball
fluidlv, and ran through the
opposition, scoring tries almost at
will. Dave ("No-Yes") Stewart had a
brilliant game scoring two tries, one
on a 90 yard sprint and set up
another to lead the Hawk attack.
The "London-Connection"of Alex
Drennan and Malcolm McArthur,
both had strong games as usual
scoring one try each. But, more
important was the play ol Steve
Rockett. He played extremely well
throughout the tournament, and
especially in the first game, scoring
one try and setting up another. That
rounded up the scoring tor
the
Hawks.
McMaster proved to be the team
to beat in the tournament. In the
first half the Hawks started off
quickly, getting a penalty-kick
conversion from captain McArthur
It was a very close and hard hitting
game, but Mac managed to score a
late and verv questionable trv to win
6-3.
The final game of the day was
played at 11:30. As the weather
warmed up, so did the Rugby. U of T
started off quickly. Catching
Laurier off guard they managed to
score an early trv taking the lead 6-0.
The Hawks controlled most of the
game but simply couldn't get tne ball
oyer the Blues'goal-line. Ed Holton
showed his dashing speed and guts
running for the endzone, only to be
thwarted by a Laurier player
subbing for an injured U of T man.
("Flounder" you traitor!). Finally,
we broke the ice in the second halt.
When the shifty McArthur ran cross
field, he found that most of the U of
T team followed him. He then in
turn played a "switch" to Mike
Smith who ran in for the try. That
tied the game at six with two
minutes to go. Despite the team's
best efforts, they were unable to put
any more points on the board. The
game ended
in a tie.
! would like to thank all the
players that came out
to ,k
tournament. No. only lh
' <
played, but also to those that I
us the needed support. Without
guys the tournament could not ha,
been a success! c
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The Waterloo Chapter of the
Canadian Association for the Advancement of Netherlands
Studies is pleased to announce its First Conference
on November 12-14
The theme is:
RELIGION AND LITERATURE IN THE NETHERLANDS
IN THE NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
The Opening Session takes place
at the KEFFER CHAPEL of WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
at 8:00 p.m., on Friday, November 12.
Programme: Welcome by Dr. John Weir, President of WLU
Keynote Address by Dr. Rem Kooistra,
President of CAANS Waterloo Chapter
Organ Musicof Dutch Composers Worpand Van Eykentobe
played by Jan Overduin, Professor of Organ at WLU
Lieder by Dutch composer Bernard Zweers to be sung by
Pieternella Scholtes and Ron Greidanus.
Tickets are on sale at the doorof the chapel.
Friday night only $2.50, Students/Seniors $1.50
The entire Conference $10., Students/Seniors $7.
_
.. r
• .
_
iBFTIHbI 156 Columbia Street West
„
Executive Secretarial Services Inc.
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3L3 BOOK SALE
A Word Processing/Typing Service Bureau J Phone (519) 885-5870
V(Columbia at Phillip) LIBRARY
- RESUMES - LETTERS Ammm
-
- MAILING LISTS ■ *
* Consistent Quality Thursday, November 18
i_oun i o
lilTQnrn • Economical 9-4
Be a cut above the others ... Word Process ■
• Results Oriented
your work; A cheaper way
of typesetting The word Processing Professionals
Terms* Cash
Corporation Square, 30 Duke St. WGr.FI.
* Term Pa Pers
* Overheads
Kitchener, Ontario 745-0271
• Resumes. Covering Letters, Mail.ng Lists L=====^^
It's Time For A Super Haircut
From
g
/uperchp/
THE BEST HAIRCUT
ANYWHERE FOR ONLY *D
r,
160 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST 888-7500
WLU
Your New Neighbours in The University Shops Plaza
y
114 King St. S. Waterloo 4.5 Hcspeler Rd. Cambridge
V*
across from Waterloo Square across from
McDonald s
884-CUTS (884-2887) 622-COMB (622-2662)
snr
"4
j One Doiiar
r=i 200 Highland Ave. Kitchcner Monday - Friday 9am
to 9pm
)3IV I J Towards Superclip JmJ\ 3 blocks east of Westmount Saturday 9am to 6pm
vSStel 743
~ 6212 N° APP° intments
Necessary
1 Superbuck Coupon
Is Good For Each Member Of Your Group B BP*\#9 112 M I g
Valid at all Superclips: Kitchener. Waterloo,
Brantford, London ■ MM ■■■ W ■■ ■■ M | | JI,
Cambridge, Sarnia, Windsor, Mississauga,
Toronto, Anywhere 1 B B BMM B BI !■ fF ■
Dave Byck (white uniform) scores in the championship game, Saturday
against York, 'nset: Enzo! If you are going to stand around with your arms in the
air invest in some Neet. Please.
Enzo Piazza (white 3) pops a jumper from
outside
Rookie Chuck Klassen lines up a foul shot.
And introducing Canada's number one ranked university cheerleading
squad. The Wilfrid Laurier University Golden Girls. l*luno\ h\ ( /link Kirk hum
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If there was a twenty five to thirty
per cent increase
in attendance, it
might come as news to the
universities in the Waterloo area.
Wallv Delahey, men's co-
ordinator of athletics at University
of Waterloo, is disappointed with
the promotions. "If you were to
judge the success of this program by
numbers in the stadium, then the
promotions have not helped at all.
There were no more people through
the turnstile this year than last. 1
believe that the idea behind the
whole campaign was to improve
attendance. It did not work."
David Knight, Wilfrid Laurier's
Director of Athletics, concurred
with Delahey. "The attendance at
our football games this year was no
different than last."
Delahey was not completely
negative on the deal however. "I was
really pleased with the player of
the
game concept and was impressed
with the sky diver they brought in;
even if he was forty five minutes
late."'
The University of Waterloo and
Wilfrid Laurier were not the only
schools who noticed the lack of
increase in attendance. Torontoand
Windsor had a notable drop in their
fan support. Last year University of
Toronto Blues averaged about seven
thousand people per game. This year
they averaged approximately six
thousand.
Windsor, with a school
population of eight thousand
students, was able to convince only
about five hundred of them to show
up at each of their outings.
York Unive r si t y an d th e
University of Guelph both showed
an improvement in their attendance.
York football coach, Dave Pickett
guessed an improvement of about
twenty five per cent in the stands. It
is hard tor York to gauge these
numbers as they only have
temporary stands and can only
estimate the amount of people
present.
Guelph meanwhile had
an
Increase in attendance of ten to
fifteen per cent over last year
There seems to be a discrepancy
between statements
made bv
Labatt's officials and
real
attendance figures throughout the
province.
Part ol the deal with Labatt's also
included the
sponsorship of p |avcrs
of the game and the printing 0 f
schedules, posters, media
information. This
agreement is no
different than it was last year at our
school with sponsorship bvCarlino
O'Keefe.
There is a difference at Laurier in
other fields though. O'Keefe in
losing the high profile associated
with football promotion has re-
evaluated their sponsorship of other
sports here at school.
After years of service in not only
our football program but most other
varsity sports as well. Carting's has
decided to withdraw support from
most teams and special events at our
school. Labatt's has shown the
interest in football but none of the
other areas, that O'Keefe, up until
this year, gladly promoted.
Vanier Cup?
Q - What's the Vanier Cup?
A - For the past 17 years we've been
the College Bowl, but now we're the
Vanier Cup, Canada's University
Football Championship. (The
Vanier Cup is actually the trophy
awarded at the Game).
Q - Well then, what's the College
Bowl?
A - A football championship that
will apparently continue at the
community college and high school
levels.
Q - Who organizes the Vanier Cup?
A - The Canadian Interuniversity
Athletic Union (CIAU). the
governing body of university sports
in Canada
Q - When is the Vanier Cup?
A - Saturday. November 20, 1:00
p.m., at the University of
Toronto's
Varsity Stadium.
Q - Will the VanierCup be televised?
A - Yes, nationally on the CTV
network. CBC Radio will also
broadcast the game nationally on
their network.
Q - Does the Vanier Cup have a
charitable affiliation?
A - Yes, proceeds of the game will be
donated to the Kinsmen and
Toronto's Ronald McDonald
House.
Q - Will the Vanier Cup be having a
fund-raising dinner?
A - Russ Jackson, Herb Capozzi and
Bill Stephenson will team up to host
the Vanier Cup dinneron November
19 at the Westin Hotel.
Q-Will the Vanier Cup Festival be
continued?
A - Yes! As in the past, the Toronto
Junior Board of Trade is co-
operating with the CIAU in
organizing this year's Vanier Cup
Festival. In fact, Paul Godfrey has
proclaimed November 15-
November 20 as VanierCup Festival
week.
Festival events include:
Kick For Kids - November 18
CIAU Coaches Reception
(Sponsored by the CFL) November
18
SchCnlev Awards-November 18
Nest le/C IA U All Canadian
Football Awards Luncheon-N'ov. 19
Q - Where are tickets available?
A - Tickets are $4.00. $6.00. and
$8.00 available through Bass (698-
BASS), University of Toronto, and
by calling 922-1120. There are no
tickets available on campus.
Q - Where can I get further
information about the Vanier Cup?
A
- 922-1120
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Carling O'Keefe
(cont'd from page I)
I Coronet I
■ 871 Victoria *St. N
Kitchener 744-3511
I Friday Night I
I One Night Only I
I Platinum Blonde I
I Police Picnic No. 3 I
Doors Open at 7 pm and Cover Charge is only $2.00
I Saturday Nov. 13 I
I The Good Brothers I
I First 50 People get in FREE I
Last Time This Year I
I Special Upcoming Events: I
I
Friday Nov. 19 is MfrigleWOOd I
I Saturday Nov. 20 David Wilcox I
I Thursday Nov. 25 £)OUg & the SlugS I
(Advance tickets now on sale)
I Saturday Nov. 27 Carol Pope and Rouofi Trade I
j Friday Dec. 3 Kim Mitchell I
Coronet is Number 1 for having Jim! I
LOOK OUT!
It's the BOOKSTORE'S
Annual 20% Off BOOK SALE
It's Fantastic!
CHECK FOR DETAILS IN NEXT WEEK' CORD
Gourmet six ouncc burgers
Done to your individual taste
Variety of salads with spinach or
lettuce, each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche
Exotic foot-long hot dogs
24 entrees for under $3.90
Licensed for Wine and Beer
Corner ofKing and William Streets
BESIDE THE DONUT CASTLE
Magic to H H
Diamond stud earrings. 112
She's always wanted
them. Isn't it time you
gave her a pair. Ourcol- 9H
lection is sized to your ~
budget and she'lllove HH I
each and every pair. \^s3m I
TOTAL 0.10 ct. $200.00 I
TOTAL 0.14 ct. $250.00
TOTAL 0.20 ct. $350.00 I
TOTAL 0.30 ct. $550.00
112 WLU
\
JWe're for you! j
VUW J '
30 KING ST. W 30 MAIN ST.
I
KITCHENER
Enlarged To Show Detail
0(y 15% OFF A
All Engineering, Drafting t" j
& Artists Supplies j
'
J
Upon presentation of this coupon and [
WLU ID Card
*
%A#" 81 Westmount Pl.u e 68 Queen
Street S JOt?
I \l\S 11 Waterloo. On! Kiuhener.Ont JHH
I V V lIIOvI I 885-4691 745-1431 g-J
Expires Dec 31/82 Not valid on sale items ' One coupon per person per purrtase^
Sports Quiz
by Chuck Tatham and Mike Lock
1. Name the only player in Wilfrid
Laurier history to play on the varsity
men'sbasketball team lor live years.
2. Name the NHL teams that the
l.sposito brothers
broke in with.
3. What was Walt l-'ra/icr's
nickname?
4. Who is the ski-jumper, that is
always shown at the start of ABC's
Hide World of Sports, wiping out
and almost breaking his neck'.'
5. Name the baseball star of the past
who ran around the base-paths
backwards alter hitting a home run'.'
6. Where did the following football
players attend universlity?
Johnny Rodders. Ken Stabler, Tom
Clements. Jim Brown
7. if you went to high school you
must have read the book The Old
Man and the Sea bv lamest
Hemingway. What famous baseball
plaver did the old man in the boat
always talk about'.'
8. In a 1970's playoff game which
New York Ranger threw Jacques
Plante's mask into the crowd?
9. When Ali came back from his
three year prison term who did he
light and where was the match?
10. Stumper! Who quarterbacked
his teams to the Rose Bowl, Grey
Cup and the Super Bowl?
11. The Lunger Question!! If you are
into sports and landscape
architecture this will be child's plav.
What are the dimensions of an of an
official boccie field?
How did vail do.'
10 right? ( you will play in the NI L)
7-9 right'.' (you will play in the CI I )
4-6 right? (your father played in the
cn.)
1-3 riuht? (your mother played in the
XII.)
I.anger question (you are an Italian
gardener)
ANSWERS IN
SCOREBOARD
Chuck's Ground
I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but, 1 think the world is coming
to an end!
It will not be because of nuclear holocaust. It will not be because of
plague, famine, economic or natural disaster. The reason the world is
coming to an end is quite simple, the Toronto Argonauts are one
victory from being in the Grey Cup. Perchance they do make it to that
game (gasp) anything could happen!
Imagine if you could that poor, dumped on Toronto sports fan who
will have to jump with jov and smile. I predict, here and now, that if
the Argonauts make it to the Grey Cup they will immediately be a
doubling of heart attack patients at all Toronto hospital emergency
wards. And if, now this is a big if, if the Argonauts (dare I say it) win
the big one, Pierre. Bill, Art and Paul and the boys will have to declare
a state of emergency
in the greater Metropolitan Toronto area.
The streets will overrun with drunken, happy, and very confused
fans. Havoc will prevail and Argomania will sweep the countryside.
Losers 'round the world will rise in arms and demandto have the right
to victory.
Forget the hockey euphoria of 1972, forget the Italian soccer
outbreak this summer. Closet Argonaut fans everywhere will be
wearing the Double Blue, and ordering the same at all the local bars.
Wait a minute!
The Argonauts have not even won a playoff game yet. Everyone
knows how long it has been since they last did that so why the hope this
year.
Here are ten reasons why the Argonauts of 1982 will win it all:
1. Because! (Not a great argument but used often).
2. The Edmonton Eskimos have won the Cup too many times.
3. The Toronto Argonauts have not won the Cup enough times.
4. 1 he Hamilton Tiger Cats beat the Argonauts twice in the regular
season. It is now Toronto's turn to win.
5. Coach Bob O'Billovich has worked for George Brancato and
knows how the great mastermind thinks.
6. Home field advantage.
7. The Double Blue in eighty two. (Nice sound to it).
X. Overconfidence on the part of any team that the Argonauts will
come up against.
9. .lust because!!!
10. Most important point. I will personally make sure that the
Argonauts win their remaining games. I will vehemently cheer for
whoever they are playing against, with my back to the television. I will
also cross m\ lingers, arms, legs, toes. eyes, and any other part of my
body that will cross without doing any pcrmenant dajnage to oneself.
I would like to close this fantasy on a note that will soom be heard
from coast to coast:
aaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrggggggggggoooooooooooooooosssssssssssssss!!
Chuck Kirkham
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A The most complete stock of
professional, theatrical
and party makeup supplies
and accessories in Western Ontario
Clown white and assorted colors, washable colored hair sprays & pates
Wig sales & rentals, Blood Capsules, special effects & scars
Crepe hair, latex, ETC.
Reg Hours Mavis Theatrical supplies
M°" "Fn
697 GLASGOW ROAD
y ~b p m
KITCHENER, ONTARIO
PAPA JOE'S
FUN CENTRE & AMUSEMENTS
VIDEO GAMES - Up to Date
8 BALL POOL TOURNAMENT
November 20, 1982
11 a.m.
First Prize: 2 Piece Cue
(Retail Value $114.90)
Second Prize: Trophy
$2. Entry Fee
All Ages Welcome!
14 KING ST. N.
(Between Waterloo Theatre & Waterloo Hotel)
and Waterloo there was no
increase in attendance. Both
Toronto ar.d Windsor saw a
cirop in attendance. Guelph saw
an improvement of ten to fifteen
percent and York guessed
at an
improvement of twenty five
percent. McMaster improve-
ment was undetermined.
With Carling O Keefe given
the cold shoulder in their
promotion of the football team
they have since proved reluctant
to give financial support to other
teams and events on campus.
Because of prior commitments
Carling's has continued their
promotion of Laurier hockey
and soccer. At this time they
(O'Keefe) have refused to lend
their name to: men's varsity
basketball, women's varsity
basketball, men's varsity
volleyball, women's varsity
volleyball, badminton, and the
annual Super Sports competi-
tion.
Dave Ryan, speaking on
behalf of Carling O'Keefe said,
"Tuffy could not turn down that
much money. Nobody could. It
hurt us (O'Keefe), however. We
had been associated with Laurier
for so long without any
complaints. Football was not
our only interest. We gave
support to most of Laurier's
sports programs. When Tuffy
dropped our support in football
he hurt the school'd
support i!
other areas. We ha
Ve
reevaluated our position i
n
respect to promotions
a
Launer. I think that Tuffy mad
'
a mistake but I would have
hard time turning down
that
much money,anyone would "
When approached f
or
an
interview about the change in
promotors and its effects
on
Laurier athletics Coach David
"Tuffy" Knight stated that he
would not be available f
or
comment.
It would seem that an
error
was made, O'Keefe
was
reluctant to put a price tag on
their support for Laurier
athletics but did concede that
they could not offer the amount
of money that Labatt's did for
just one sport.
Knight at the same time did
lose support for six other areas
of athletics at Laurier. It js
known that the Super Sports
competition alone brought in at
least one thousand dollars from
O'Keefe.
O'Keefe has stated that they
are still willing to negotiate some
areas of promotion with the
school as they still consider
themselves close to Laurier and
they do not want to kill a
friendship that has developed
over the years.
Other people should be so
concerned.
Buffalo Chips
by Matt Torigian & Brett Roberts
Some of you may not be familiar
with the perils involved in trying tn
meet the demands of a diverse
readership such as ours. We are
constantly bombardedwith requests
from jocks, jockettes and wild
Amazon women for anything
ranging from coverage of a sports
event to special requests for "up
close and personal" interviews.
Somewhere in this diverse area ot
literary profundities lies the impetus
for this week's dissertation. And so
we begin.
When one is approached by a mob
of underfed jock-tvpes whose main
concerns in life revolve around girls,
nets, and spikes we can't help but
accede to their requests. In case you
haven't recognized the degenerates
to which we are referring, it would
seem necessary at this point to
introduce the Wilfrid Laurier men's
varsity volleyball team.
They ambushed us at the
Turret
last Friday night with their own
demands for coverage. The'v
referred to last week's column on the
difference in school spirit between
those of us at Laurier and our
neighbours in American colleges.
More succinctly they would like to
register a complaint about the lack
of fan support that they have
received thus far. Come on guys
isn't volleyball a women's sport?
Don't get us wrong, we are much
more inclined to cover women's
sporting events that we are to watch
their male counterparts. For
obvious reasons—which we will not
get into today. What seems
objectionable to us though is
watching men play a women's sport.
But that was before we ran into Rod
Miller and the rest of the team on
Friday night.
According to the boys they arc-
willing to do almost anything to
build up fan support. One problem
we brought up with them was the
lack of physical contact in their
game.
When was the last time you
saw a bench clearing brawl in
volleyball? When was the last time
you saw two volleyball players
square off in the middle of the court?
Answer, you haven't.
Well, like we said, these guvs art-
willing to do anything. After a
lengthy interview with the team
entertainment co-ordinator. Rod
Miller, we came to the conclusion
that the team was interested in one
thing, fans.
"Hell, if it is fighting that they
want, just tell them to show up at our
next game" Rod said.
Another player explained "The
Boys are a little hot-headed ever
since the woman's volleyball team
beat up the girls from Waterloo a
while back."
These guys are willing to do
anything to entertain you. One girl
suggested that they plav in the nude.
The boys seemed quite willing to
comply. Personally we haven't had
the chance to see these guys in action
vet. but iftheirenthusiasm lor fans is
funnelled into their on court actions
thev should prove entertaining to
say the least.
Well
guys we did it! Hope this
helps, and good luck in the future.
With a special hello to Carrie, I'm
Brett Roberts and I'm Matt
Torigian.
(Sp. Id. .Vote: Volleyball team has a
good point and so do the Chips. Lan
support is accessary for all sports at
oar school. Coverage in the
new spaper is also important. / need
writers. You do not have to be a D ank
Orr. or a Stan I'isehler. you just have
to be interested. This year's coverage
of the "minor" sports has been
inadequate. Help me rectify the
situation. Chuck)
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Varsity
cont'd from 13
Soccer I
Thanks Team for a I
Super Season - I
From your Faithful Fans— I
You're Still No. 1 I
With Us! I
112/ YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE \\
V.
STORE-N-LQCK INC A
U-LOCK IT - - U KEEP THE KEY - - -
M V
-.UJBBY SIZES 5 X 10 - 5 x 15 112
l\ ;Fa M 10x10-10x16-10x20 /112
m\ 3® I OTHER SiZES AVAILABLE /#
\\ V\ ' UPON REQUEST /#
%\ \ V o« /M
xL 886^35°
watehloo
j j
i CO/fZ) i
: PHOTOS :
i C4JV be i
i YOURS! ii
■i
Quality black & white reproductions ol < <»</photosc.in
now hcorikrv.il Irom StudentPublications Orders can
® he placed at the W| IM ollice reception desk or al the
I
| Cord ollice (2nd floor 5.1'.8 l Prices lor I2- are; |
11x14 $4.50
Bxlo 2.50
5x7 1.25
! 2x2 50 !
■ ii
i
■ ii
i
ML
flotver shop
(519) 885-2180
complete quality floral service & gifts
University & Weber
(Behind Tim Hortons)
10% Discount All Items
with Student I.D. Card
Order Your Corsage or Boutonnieres
by Phone or in person
If your order is placed at least a day in advance, we will take a
percentage of the money received from the orders of a
particular dance or group to make a centerpiece arrangement
for that particular group.
magnificent
CONDUCTOR 61 ST
CONCERT SEASON
Praetorius j» &a # M
Schuetz.
Brahms ill
Thursday, November18 — 8:00 p.m.
■ $10.00 $12.00 $14.00 I
K-W BOOK
EXCHANGE
New and Used Books
We also sell New & Used
German books & magazines
We buy comics and science
fiction books.
742-1261
306 King St. W . Kitchener
Mon.-Fri. 9a m -9p m
Sat 9a m -6p m
TOP
FOR
L.P. RECORDS
In Good PlayableCondition
encore
records
297 King St. East
Kitchener 744-1370
Quality Records Bought
& SoW
Scoreboard
Football
Results
OUAA
Saturday (Final)
Western 50 Toronto 21
O-QFIC
Saturday (Final)
Concordia 25. Queen's 15
WIFL
Friday (Final)
ÜBC 57 Manitoba 3
AUAA
Saturday (Final)
St. Francis 38 Mount Allison 38 OT
Game called due to darkness. To be
replayed on Tuesday.
Future Games
Yates Cup
Concordia vs Western
Atlantic Bowl
ÜBC vs. St. Francis/Mount Allison
Vanier Cup
November 20 Varsity Stadium
Tamiae Hockey
Results
Wednesday
BIZ 4 4 BIZ 6 I
Sunday
BIZ 2 3 BIZ 6 3
BIZ 8 7 BIZ 3 1
WLU Invitational
B-Ball Tournament
York 8 I Waterloo XO
Goiden I lawks 101 Rverson 73
Consolation Final
Waterloo 119 Rverson 55
Championship Final
York SI Golden Hawks 71
Future Games
November 12-14 Guelph Tip-Off
Friday 3 p.m.
Hockey
Results
Friday
Waterloo 6 Rvcrson 5
McMaster 4 Western 3
Saturdav
Windsor 9 KMC 3
Queen's 6 Faurcntian 3
Sunday
McMaster 15 Rverson 5
Queen's 7 l.aurentian 4
Windsor 4 KMC 3
Future Games
Friday and Saturday
Faurcntian at Faurier
Scoring Summary
RIT Tournament
Merrimack vs Wilfrid Faurier
Ist Period
Merrimack 19 Sheldon (21
Blaquiere, 17 Lacomb ) 0:24
Faurier 12 Walters (4 Wistle, 18
Glencross) 9:23
2nd Period
Merrimack 27 Facomb(l9
Sheldon, 2 lantorno) 4:52
Merrimack 22 Nichols 15:47
3rd Period
Merrimack 27 Lacomb (21
Blaquiere, 19 Sheldon) 9:23
/. I.con Aremise
2. / buy -Montreal
Phil -Chicago
X Clvdc
4. He do not know, but isn't it a ycat
film dip'.'
X Jimmy Picrsall .
f>. Rod»crs
- Nebraska.Stabler -
Alabama. C lemcnts - Xotre l)ame.
Brown - Syracuse
7. Joe
<V. lic l/ad/ic/d
V. Jerry Quarry - Atlanta
111. Joe Kapp
11. 7X-92 feet lony. /_*- 19V; /eel wide.
Hawk first team All Stars
Outside Linebacker Dave Cork Defensive End I-'red West Defensive Back Dave Lovegrove
Hawk second team All Stars
Kicker Roy Kurtz Sorry, no pic.
Offensive Guard Todd Turnbull Running Back Bill Bvcowski Defensive Tackle Dave Waud
Photos by Fred Taylor
O.U.A.A. All Stars
First team Centre Mike Zivolak Western
Guard Pat Brady Western
OFFENSE Guard Rick Makos - Toronto
Tackle Ned Amendola Western
Tackle Jeff Hale < Guelph
Tight End Jim Kardash Western
Tight End Jim West McMaster
Wide Receiver Bill Mintsoulis Toronto
Wide Receiver Art Heier Waterloo
Running Back Chris Byrne Western
Running Back Trevor Miller Toronto
Slotback Mike Hudson Guelph
Quarterback Mike Eykens Guelph
DEFENSE End Peter Langford Guelph
Tackle Eric Upshaw Toronto
Tackle John Dewar Guelph
Inside Linebacker Sam Benincasa Guelph
Inside Linebacker Dave Liske Western
Outside Linebacker Rory Radford Guelph
Defensive Back Dave Ploughman Western
Defensive Back Junior Robinson Guelph
Defensive Back JeffTreftlin McMaster
Second team
Of TENSE Centre John Ponzi York
Guard Rob Huber York
Tackle Adam Crawford Toronto
Tackle Shane Gormley Waterloo
Tight End Dan Runge Guelph
Wide Receiver Bill Godkin McMaster
Wide Receiver Steve Jackson Guelph
Slot Back John Mullins Toronto
Running Back Brian Jarvis McMaster
Quarterback Stan Chelmecki Waterloo
DLF ENSL Encj Dave Sparenberg Western
End Joel Trickey Toronto
Tackle
Sean McKeown Western
Inside Linebacker Dave Zilli Toronto
Inside Linebacker Sam Papaconstantinou Toronto
Outside Linebacker Kyle Barrow Western
Outside Linebacker Mark Hopkins York
Defensive Back Trevor Williams
York
Defensive Back Ed Slabikowski Windsor
Defensive Back Scott Hobson
Guelph
Defensive Back Tass Fragiskos Western
SPECIALISTS Punter Sergio Capobianco York
Field Goal Kicker Kevin Rydeard Western
Second team Field Goal Kicker Stan Chelmecki Waterloo
COACH OF THE YEAR Bernie Custis McMaster
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C.I' W I. T I A P
BIZ X 4 3 I 0 22 12 6
BIZ 4 3 2 0 I 12 6 s
BIZ 7 2 2 0 0 9 I 4
BIZ 3 3 1 116 M 3
BIZ 5 2 1 i 0 X 6 2
BIZ 2 4 0 3 19 20 |
BIZ 6 4 0 3 18 IS |
GPW L T F A P
Queen's 6 6 0 0 44 19 12
McMaster 4 3 10 35 20 6
Guelph 4 3 1 0 21 22 6
Toronto 2 2 0 0 19 2 4
York 2 2 0 0 14 0 4
Windsor 4 2 2 0 21 IX 4
Western 2 110 9 4 2
Brock 2 1 1 0 16 17 2
WL.IJ 2 1 10 6 10 2
Waterloo 5 1 4 0 I5 34 2
KMC 6 1 5 0 33 44 2
Ryerson 6 1 5 0 24 59 2
Laurentian 3 0 3 0 11 19 0
P newes"Plocation h
y *r
_
,
M
ri
H OPEN NOW □
O PARKDALE PLAZA H
IJ Just a few blocks North of the UniversityP^
DELIVER □
|J IN KITCHENER/WATERLOO
|
20 The Cord Weekly, Thursday. November 11, 1952
WLUSU
J^^wi
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I Vs" WAVE in the
I NIGHT WLUSU I
'"™T
Room
I NOVEMBER 11, 1982 I pool tables videogames I
I 8 p.m. I pING PONG PINBALL I
I I GRAY COACH BUS TICKETS I
-Free roses for the first 100 girls
-Guys and Gals match up cards
-Sponsored by WLUSU and Dunhill Light I
HOURS
I J MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 a.m. -11 p.m. I
I COMING NOVEMBER 25 I Sunday 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
I
I THF fIRHTTV RFATC I located on the second floor of I
11IU UHWI 1 I DLrtlO I THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
I WILFS FOR I
I lunch
I WEEKDAYS 12-2 p.m. I
I WLUSU I 4-6 p.m. I
I PRESENTS I EVENINGS: I
I N TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY!
I BEST OF THE NEW YORK I
8-11:30 p.m. I
I EROTIC FILM festival I THURSDAY - SATUR DAY I
I I 8-12:30 a.m. I
PART IT
I I A WLUSU LOUNGE |
I SAMBOARD DISC I
I FRIDAY NOVEMBER 12 at 7& 9 p.m. I JOCKEY SERVICE I
I Room IEI I QUALITY SOUND I
I Admission $2.00 EXCELLENT MUSIC I
I LOW PRICES I
I
NEXT WEE
CALL 884-1360 I
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
A WLUSU SERVICE
